
Bespoke 
     transportation
solutions for
 your thoroughbreds 

Introducing Emirates Equine
We understand that compromise is not an option when it 
comes to caring for your horses – especially when they are 
in transit. To protect their wellbeing and to supply you with a 
peace of mind, our Emirates Equine service provides your 
horses with the highest levels of care and attention at every 
step along their journey.

With the focus on your horses’ comfort and safety, Emirate 
Equine uses stalls that are specifically designed for our 
state-of-the-art freighter aircraft. Combined with 
temperature controlled zones and on-board 
accommodation for professional grooms. Our in-flight 
facilities ensure that your horses arrive in peak condition 
and are ready to perform to the best of their ability, whether 
they are competing in a race, a show jumping event or to 
simply relax in a new destination.

On the ground, members of our highly trained Emirates 
Equine team are on-hand to offer additional support and 
guidance. In addition, every aircraft is provided with an 
Emirates Loadmaster. Who is experienced with focusing on 
making sure the journey is smooth and precisely organised 
to ensure the safety of the horses and grooms.

Operating in accordance with IATA’s Live Animal 
Regulations, Emirates Equine offers one of the world’s most 
stable environments for horses in transit, both in the air and 
on the ground.



Caring for your grooms
Calm, relaxed handlers mean calm, relaxed horses.
That’s why we go the extra mile to care for your grooms 
throughout their journey.

Departure
Our aircrafts can accommodate up to nine grooms per flight.

At Dubai Airport, the Marhaba meet and greet service allows 
grooms to swiftly move through the pre-departure airport 
logistics, so that they are onhand at the horse ramp in time for 
the loading processes.

In-flight
We provide grooms with spacious, High Comfort seats on our   
air freighters along with ready access to meals and refreshments 
enroute, ensuring they are in good shape to care for your    
horses at their destination during the journey and at the 
destination of arrival.

Arrival
We list all grooms on the air freighter’s General Declaration, which 
means that they transit the airport with the flight crew, spending 
as little time away from the horses as possible.

Transporting your horses in
complete comfort and safety

Emirates Equine

Transporting your horses
Departure
At the airports, the experienced loadmasters ensure that the 
horses are moved swiftly through the mandatory Acceptance 
Processes without any stress.

In-flight
Our 13 state-of-the-art B777F air freighters and one B747F 
incorporate up to 25 stall positions for transporting horses.  
Each stall is designed to hold up to three horses, depending   
on your requirements.

Arrival
At the destination, our dedicated equine specialists co-ordinate 
a streamlined process that ensures stalls holding your horses 
are unloaded from the aircraft first. Horses are then guided from 
the stalls into horse mobiles. These fully air-conditioned vehicles 
are custom-designed to carry horses to their final destination in 
complete safety and comfort.

 

For Further Enquiries
Our dedicated Emirates Equine specialists are standing
by to advise you on how Emirates Equine can match your 
horses requirements. Start by confirming the number of horses 
you are transporting, how many grooms are accompanying 
them and any additional equipment you require. We will take 
care of the rest – from booking space and stalls for your horses 
to arranging e-tickets for your grooms.

Contacts
To find out more, visit skycargo.com

To book a shipment, register your details at skycargo.com
and follow the simple booking guidelines or visit your local 
SkyCargo office.

Alternatively, you may write to:

Horses on Scheduled flights: DL - CGO Horse Planners
dlcgohorseplanners@emirates.com or
Horses on Charter flights: DL - CGO Horse Charters
cgohorsecharters@emirates.com


